
 
 

1 Consider the homogeneous of disks A and B
with ma me and RA RB The disks are
released from rest Circle the answer below
that most accurately describes the relative size
of the angular acceleration of the centers of the
two disk ha and 2b on release
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2 Thehomogeneous ring and disk are released from rest at the
same height Let Vazand Vaz represent the speed of the
ring anddisk after they have dropped through the same vertical
distance H What answer below thatmost accuratelydescribes
the relative sizes of Vazand Vaz
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 3 The center of the disk shown below is known to have a downward
acceleration Assume the cabledoesnotslip on the homogeneous
disk Circle the answer below that most accurately describes
the tension in sections AB and CD of the cable
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4 You are on a cart that is initially at rests on a smooth
track You throw a ball at a partition that is rigidly
mountedon the cart If the ball bounces off the partition
as shown in the figure then at the instant shown in
the figure
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